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Challenge of Quebec law that asserts province’s right to
unilaterally secede finally heads to trial — 16 years later
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Quebec Premier Lucien Bouchard announced his resignation on Jan. 11, 2001 at the Parti Quebecois National Assembly in the historic Red Room. Before he resigned, he Chris Bolin/National Post
passed Bill 99 — an Act Respecting the Exercise of the Fundamental Rights and Prerogatives of the Quebec People and the Quebec State.

MONTREAL — It has been more than 20 years since Quebec’s last sovereignty referendum nearly tore the country apart, and most of
the political players from that time have faded from view.
But in a Montreal courtroom this week, the tumultuous post-referendum period will be revisited as a challenge of a Quebec law
asserting its right to unilaterally secede finally comes to trial.
The passage of Bill 99 — an Act Respecting the Exercise of the Fundamental Rights and Prerogatives of the Quebec People and the
Quebec State — was a last gasp of Parti Québécois premier Lucien Bouchard as he tried to rekindle the sovereigntist passion that
brought the Yes side so close to victory in 1995.
Bouchard was livid after Ottawa, in the wake of the 1995 close call, introduced the Clarity Act setting ground rules for any future
referendums. The Clarity Act gave Parliament the power to judge whether a referendum yielded a clear majority on a clear question.
Only then could negotiation begin on secession, on subjects mandated by the act.
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‘Blatantly disrespectful’: Quebec separatist banner replaces Italian flag atop park in Montreal’s Little Italy
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James Mennie: Quebec separatists are struggling against the death of orchestrated outrage
Quebec urgently needs to separate from Canada, says PQ leadership candidate Martine Ouellet
Bouchard’s government responded with Bill 99, which declared that the Quebec people alone could determine the political regime
and legal status of the province. A majority of 50 per cent plus one is enough for victory in a referendum, the Quebec law said, adding
that no other government can “impose constraint on the democratic will of the Quebec people to determine its own future.”
Before Bill 99 passed in 2000, there were warnings that it flew in the face of the Supreme Court of Canada’s 1998 decision “Reference
re Secession of Quebec” and would not survive a constitutional challenge. “The only thing I can say to you is: ‘We’ll see you in court.
Have a good day,’ ” English-rights lawyer Brent Tyler said after he and Equality Party leader Keith Henderson appeared before a
legislature committee studying the bill.
It was 16 years coming, but Tyler and Henderson will have their day in court in a trial beginning Wednesday, scheduled to last seven
days. The Equality Party no longer exists, but Henderson will be there as the petitioner seeking to have the key articles of Bill 99
struck down. Tyler is not currently licensed to practice law, but he and constitutional expert Stephen Scott have done most of the
legal legwork to get to this point.
The political climate has changed considerably since Henderson filed his motion in 2001. The federalist Liberals have been in power
in Quebec City for 11 of the past 13 years, and the separatist movement is in disarray. Nobody is predicting another referendum
anytime soon.
Tyler and Henderson say that is all the
more reason to settle the Bill 99 case and
erase any confusion about how a possible
future referendum would be conducted.
The relative political calm has not tempered
their rhetoric. “This is an opportunity to
drive a stake through the heart of the
separatist mythology, in the sense that
separatists have been asserting these rights
for years,” Tyler said in an interview.
“We kind of live on the edge of a volcano in
Quebec,” Henderson said. “We don’t know
when the eruption’s going to happen and
what would cause it, so better to be
prepared.”
Their case, which has taken so long because
English-rights lawyer Brent Tyler.
Postmedia Network ﬁle
it twice went to the Court of Appeal on
preliminary matters, got a major boost in
2013 when the federal government decided to intervene. News of that intervention drew fire from the PQ government of the day, with
then intergovernmental affairs minister Alexandre Cloutier — now the leading candidate for the party leadership — calling it a
“devious” attack on one of the most important laws in Quebec history.
In its arguments, the federal Attorney General’s office says Bill 99 “does not and can never provide the legal basis for a unilateral
declaration of independence” by Quebec.
In arguments filed with the court last March, Tyler and Scott say provisions of Bill 99 “give carte blanche to Quebec’s electorate and
legislative institutions to adopt by themselves any and all constitutional changes they might choose.” The law, they write, is in
defiance of the Supreme Court secession reference.
The Quebec Attorney General argues that Bill 99 was not intended to replace the Clarity Act but to codify fundamental rights of the
Quebec people. Henderson’s scenario of the law being used to justify a unilateral declaration of independence is purely hypothetical,
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the provincial Attorney General writes: “It
is not based on any empirical
demonstration and in reality is only
imputing motives.”
Henderson is used to being dismissed as an
“angryphone” stirring up trouble. He said
having the federal government on his side
has given greater legitimacy to what some
considered a pointless battle.
“It raised the credibility of what our side
was saying considerably,” he said.
“Otherwise we would be treated as fringe
malcontents who can’t really be taken
seriously, that kind of attitude.”
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Keith Henderson, former leader of the Equality Party, says he is used to being dismissed as an “angryphone” Postmedia News ﬁle
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Terry A Cardinal · The Northern Alberta Inst. of Technology
Please let them leave and save us hundreds of billions. Just don't let them take the
northern Cree territory which is signatory to the crown or any other regions that wish to
stay in canada
Like · Reply ·

43 · Sep 11, 2016 3:52pm

Ron Thibodeau · Ryerson University, Toronto, ON
That territory has the economic lifeblood of Quebec. Namely hydro. Fat chance
they'll leave without.
Like · Reply ·

2 · Sep 11, 2016 4:09pm

Norma O'Donnell
Please understand that there are about 2 million English speaking people living
in Quebec PLUS on top of thatmany French speaking non separtists ..... so
please do not say let them leave ...rather help us , as Canadians , ﬁght this for
once and for all...... help us ﬁght for our rights as Canadians living in Quebec
http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/challenge-of-quebec-law-that-asserts-provinces-right-to-unilaterally-secede-ﬁnally-heads-to-trial-16-years-later
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who are not French...... we are treated like second class even though the
English have helped build this province and have been here for over 200
years.......
Like · Reply ·

34 · Sep 11, 2016 4:10pm

Shon Adams
Norma O'Donnell , Quebec has been a parasitic, basket case, as far back as I
can remember. Whilst I do have a minute amount of sympathy for anglos and
non-separatists, there is no quantiﬁable beneﬁt to supporting them, or even
ﬁghting to keep quebec in confederation. Best just to boot quebec out, Canada
will be exponentially better off, with quebec gone.
Like · Reply ·

12 · Sep 11, 2016 4:56pm

Show 10 more replies in this thread

Norma O'Donnell
Some of the comments on this post amaze me..... as Canadians , we should all want to
support one anouther , ﬁght to keep this great coutry of ours together and strong.....we
for
being
a loyal National
ALL make this Earn
countryrewards
great , this
country
is amazing
because wePost
are allReader
part of it from
east to west we are strong because of each other...... if one province leaves , be it
Quebec or Alberta this country will suffer......rather than wish one leaves , let us all ﬁght
to keep this country together and strong...... no one province is better or worse than the
other, but there are issues in all that need ﬁxing , need change..... Canadians need to
unite to make this country great ......
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Look, I am an Albertan separatist, I don't care hiw much damage Canada
suffers. I loathe this pathetic country and look forward to it's demise.
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Norma O'Donnell
Shon Adams I pity you .....you will never win just as our Quebec separtists will
never win...... I love my wonderful coutry and I will never see it destroyed by
separtists of any sort.....
Like · Reply ·
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Norma O'Donnell
And further more Shon, if you dislike this country so much , you are free to
leave it .....there are many options for those who do not like it here
Like · Reply ·

4 · Sep 11, 2016 7:45pm
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Stephen Palko · HEC Montréal
Sovereignty has about 30-something percent support in the province and i suspect that
if it ever came up for a vote --which it never will again--it'd be far lower than that. Sorry
to the hicks that only read the word "Separatist" in the title of the article and go running
their mouths off.
Like · Reply ·

5 · Sep 11, 2016 6:58pm

Clint Mason · Carstairs, Alberta
just tired of the entitlement the Quebec political system and the elite like Turdoo think
they should be given, i have no issue with most of the people in Quebec, but the ones
that want to leave I think we should let them. I am hoping Alberta and the west beat
them to the punch and we get the hell out of Canada. this country is not and never will
be a uniﬁed under a centralist liberal leadership that only goal is to take from the west
and give to the east to ensure they can remain in power by buying votes... either we
need to give the provinces much greater power or we need a decentralised
governments would serve the people of this country much better.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 23 hrs

Greg R. Groen · Board of Directors Vice President at Oro-Medonte Chamber of
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Greg R. Groen · Board of Directors Vice President at Oro-Medonte Chamber of
Commerce
This country is far more united now under Liberal leadership than it was under
Harper ﬁrst of all, and if you want people to take you seriously drop the childish
and trite misspellings. I understand people wanting less central control
(personally I think it needs to be local and regional, not provincial though), but
the "west" (which generally means Alberta and Saskatchewan in this context),
you have gained just as much from being part of Canada as you have given to
others.
Like · Reply · 23 hrs

Clint Mason · Carstairs, Alberta
Greg R. Groen your comment is a joke right? the west has received as much?
obviously you’re not out here... what part has been good for the west? in the
past was it the wheat boards that took the control of the wheat from the west
and forced them to sell there wheat to the eastern mills at a controlled value
(could not legally have a mill west of Manitoba until the wheat board was killed)
or the 30 + billion per year that is taken from Alberta that is not equally
redistributed? and the 1o billion for Sask? or maybe it is the fact that hundreds
of millions
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Greg R. Groen · Board of Directors Vice President at Oro-Medonte Chamber of
Commerce
Clint Mason you are looking at one thing, not the whole. We ﬁnally got rid one of
the most disliked and divise PM this country has ever seen (and yes there are
many surverys to support that statement) but it has not even been a year so it
will take some time to heal those wounds. As I mentioned, beneﬁts go far
beyond equalization payments, and Ontario's contributions dwarf those of
Alberta so you have no position to lecture us on that. Since I assume you are
not in grade two anymore, do us a favour and knock off the "Turdoo" nonsense.
I think every province, and region should be less indebted to the whole in
general, I don't dispute that Alberta gives a lot more than Quebec, what I
dispute is that this is the only thing, or even the primary thing that matters. I also
know that Alberta is going through a tough time thanks to Conservative policies
and oil prices. Quebec leaving won't help that either.
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Joe Panuccio · Ottawa Technical High School
This idiot was big on breaking the country apart and lost cause at the time of the
referendum Quebec was wining and the Canadian government payed $55 million to buy
back votes. I think it's time to let them go cause they are costing tax payer million and
million of dollars every year and there never happy. There alls crying wolf. I have yet to
see a government step up and say enough is enough , if u don't like it get out and will
see how well they do with out the Feds funding them..
Like · Reply ·

3 · Sep 11, 2016 7:37pm
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